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SHARED READING 

Language Areas: Comprehension, Semantics  

Goal/s:   To understand and answer Blank Level 1-4 questions to support story comprehension.  

To develop vocabulary to support story comprehension.  

Equipment Required: Story book, Blank Level Questions, Word cards or Whiteboard to write them up, Learning New 

Words Poster  

 

Week 1 Reading 

Before Reading 

Activate Prior 
Knowledge 

What do we think our story is about? 
Who is in our story?  
Where is our story happening?  
Relate to students’ personal experiences: Have you seen a bear before? Have you been 
to a forest before?  

Concepts of Print Point to and discuss: 
- Title 
- Author 
- Illustrator 

Teach Words Students 
Must Know to 
Understand the Story 

There are some words we need to know to understand the story.  
Explicitly teach vocabulary words critical for story understanding (usually 2-3 words) 

- Ask students to repeat the word after you 
- Clap the beats/ syllables, identify initial sound 
- Explain the meaning of the word 
- Provide examples of the word within a sentence  

During Reading 

Reading Read the book from front to back.  

Vocabulary  Explicitly teach vocabulary words 
- Ask students to repeat the word after you 
- Explain the meaning of the word, explain the meaning of the word within the 

sentence of the story 

After Reading  

Ask questions Ask a range of Blank Level questions about the book that supports students’ 
understanding of the overall story 

 

 

  



Week 2 Reading 

Before Reading 

Concepts of Print Point to and discuss: 
- Title 
- Author 
- Illustrator 

Review Text Critical 
Words (2-3 words) 

We learnt some words last week to understand our story. Let’s check whether we 
remember them…   

- Ask students to repeat the word after you 
- Clap the beats/ syllables, identify initial sound 
- Review the meaning of the word 
- Guide students to use the word in a sentence 

During Reading 

Vocabulary  Review vocabulary words 
- Check students’ understanding of the words 

Ask questions  Ask a range of Blank Level 1-4 questions throughout the story to support story 
comprehension 

After Reading  

Ask questions Ask 2-3 Blank Level questions about the book that supports students’ understanding of 
the overall story 

 

Week 3 Reading 

Before Reading 

Review Text Critical 
Words (2-3 words) 

Let’s check whether we remember the words we have been learning 
- Ask students to repeat the word after you 
- Clap the beats/ syllables, identify initial sound 
- Review the meaning of the word 
- Guide students to use the word in a sentence 

During Reading 

Vocabulary  Review vocabulary words 
- Check students’ understanding of the words 

Ask questions  Ask a range of Blank Level 1-4 questions throughout the story to support story 
comprehension 

After Reading  

Ask questions Ask 2-3 Blank Level questions about the book that supports students’ understanding of 
the overall story 

 



Words, Grammar and Fun, Phase 2 (2019)  

Words, Grammar, & Fun Phase Two 
Vocabulary Words & Meanings 

Block 1: Waddle Giggle Gargle by Pamela Allen 

Build To make by putting together parts  

Silent Free from sound or noise 

Empty Containing nothing  

Rummage Moving, turning, or looking through the contents of a place or container 

Swoop To dive or pounce suddenly 

 

Block 2: Possum Magic by Mem Fox 

Miserable Extremely poor, unhappy or uncomfortable  

Shrink To make or become smaller  

Nibble To bite or chew gently 

Invisible Impossible to see 

Precious Of great value or high price 

 

Block 3: Gruffalo by Julia Donaldson and Axel Scheffler  

Woods Closely packed trees forming a forest 

Feast A large and special meal 

Fled To escape from someone or something  

Terrible It is very bad or of very poor quality 

Poisonous Something that will make you ill or kill you if absorbed or eaten 

 

Block 4: Belinda by Pamela Allen 

Cautious Acting carefully to avoid problems or danger 

Strode Walked quickly with long steps 

Wonder To think about something 

Snatch To take or pull away quickly 

Disguise Alter your appearance to look like someone else 

 
 

Block 5: Edwina the Emu by Sheena Knowles 

Require Something that is needed for particular purpose 

Whirl Turn around very quickly 

Grand Beautiful and elaborate 

Announce To tell someone loudly and clearly 

Mutter To complain very quietly 

 
 

Block 6: Who Sank the Boat by Pamela Allen  

Sank Disappeared below the surface 

Flutter Moving up and down or side to side with lots of quick movements 

Balance Remain steady and not fall 

Tilt Move so one side higher than the other 

Row Using oars to move a boat through water 

 
 
  

https://www.collinsdictionary.com/dictionary/english/pack_1
https://www.collinsdictionary.com/dictionary/english/forest
https://www.collinsdictionary.com/dictionary/english/special
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Waddle, Giggle, Gargle by Pamela Allen 

Page Question Blank 

1 2 3 4 

During Reading Questions 

2-3 How are they the same? 
They are both wearing hats/ shoes 

    

4-5 Find the little, blue house 
(First house) 

    

7 What did you hear? 
Waddle Giggle Gargle Paddle Poodle (Magpie crowing/shouting) 

    

8 How else could Grandpa get to work?  
Car, Walk, Run, etc.  

    

10 What do you think will happen next? 
They magpie watches them, the magpie swoops them, etc. 

    

12 What is the nest made out of? 
Sticks and twigs 

    

17 What do you think will happen next? 
The boy will get swooped 

    

18 Why do you think the magpie is swooping the grandpa, 
grandma and boy? 
The magpie doesn’t like people, the magpie is protecting its eggs   

    

20 What could the grandpa, grandma and boy do to get past the 
magpie? 
Get in a car and drive, wear helmets, carry an umbrella, etc.  

    

25 What did the family do to get past the magpie?  
They made lots of noise and used things to distract the magpie 

    

24 What’s this? (point to tin cans)     

24 What sound do you think it will make?  
Loud, rattling sounds.  

    

After Reading Questions 

What colour is the magpie?  
Black and white  

    

How are these different (Grandma’s green bag and the boy’s backpack)? 
(show pg. 16-19) 
Grandma has a handbag and the boy has a backpack, green vs. orange, no 
buckle vs. buckle, one strap vs. two straps, etc.  

    

What happened in the middle of the story? 
The magpie swooped the people 

    

How do you think Grandma felt when the magpie swooped her? (show 
pg.17) 
Shocked, Scared, etc.   

    

How can we tell Grandma felt shocked/ scared/ etc.? 
Her mouth is open, her eyes look big and she fell down so she wasn’t 
expecting it. 

    

What happened at the end of the story? 
The people made lots of noise and used things to distract the magpie and 
walk past the tree.   

    

 

  



 



Possum Magic by Mem Fox 

Page Question Blank 

1 2 3 4 

During Reading Questions 

2-3 What is happening here? 
Grandma poss is doing magic/grandma poss is turning the 
wombat blue. 

    

4-5 What do you think Hush will do next? 
(Any reasonable prediction) 

    

8 What is a kangaroo? 
An Australian animal, has a long tail, it hops, it’s baby is a joey 

    

13 What do you do with a magic book?  
Read it for spells/ find spells to do magic/make someone visible 
again 

    

12 What will happen if Grandma poss can’t find the spell to make 
Hush visible? 
No one will be able to see her again/Hush won’t be able to see 
what she looks like again 

    

21 How do you think Hush is feeling? 
Sad/upset/worried. 

    

23 What is happening to Hush?   
He is eating the vegemite sandwich and his tail can be seen 
again 

    

24-25 How can you tell that the food Hush is eating is helping? 
She’s not invisible anymore/can see her legs and body now 

    

27 What sound do you think Hush and Grandma Poss are making? 
Yelling/screaming/yippee/excited sounds 

    

28 What’s this? (point to echidna)     

After Reading Questions 

What colour did Grandma poss make the kookaburras?  
Pink 

    

Why did Grandma poss make Hush invisible? 
So that she would be safe from the snakes. 

    

What happened in the middle of the story? 
Grandma Poss and Hush went around Australia to find people food. 

    

What else could Grandma poss and Hush use to sail across the sea to 
Tasmania? 
A boat/ a ship/ a motorboat. 

    

How can we tell Hush felt excited? 
Her hands are in the air/her mouth is open with a smile/her eyes are open 
wide. 

    

What happened at the end of the story? 
Grandma found the right food and we could see Hush again.   

    

 

  



 



The Gruffalo by Julia Donaldson & Axel Scheffler 

Page Question Blank 

1 2 3 4 

During Reading Questions 

2 How would you feel if you saw a gruffalo? 
Scared, terrified. 

    

4 What is the mouse using the log for? 
To get across the water. 

    

7 Why is the owl flying away? 
Because he is scared of the Gruffalo/being made in to owl 
ice-cream. 

    

10 What colour are the prickles on the Gruffalo’s back? 
Purple. 

    

13 Point to the Gruffalo’s black tongue.     

14 How are the Gruffalo and the mouse the same? 
Both have tails, are brown, have claws, 2 ears etc. 

    

15 Show me something that is a type of plant? 
Tree, grass, bush, reeds etc. 

    

16 Tell me something that is a reptile but isn’t a snake 
Lizard, gecko, crocodile etc. 

    

17 What will happen if the owl sees the Gruffalo? 
He will fly away, get scared etc. 

    

18 What is the Gruffalo standing on? 
A rock/boulder. 

    

19 What will happen if the Gruffalo finds out the mouse is 
trying to trick him? 
The Gruffalo will get angry, hurt the mouse, eat the mouse 
etc. 

    

29 What will the mouse do next? 
Find more nuts, go to sleep, climb up a tree etc. 

    

After Reading Questions 

Show me the mouse     

How can you tell the snake is scared? (show pg 9) 
Wide eyes, mouth turned down, looking around etc. 

    

What is happening here? (show pg 20) 
The fox is running away from the Gruffalo. 

    

What is a mouse? 
A small animal that squeaks, eats cheese etc. 

    

What happened at the end of the story? 
The Gruffalo got scared and ran away. 

    

 

  



 



Belinda by Pamela Allen 

Page Question Blank 

1 2 3 4 

During Reading Questions 

1 What’s this?  
(point to shovel) 

    

4-5 Why do you think old Tom had to wake up very, very early? 
He had so much more work to do because Bessie was not there. 

    

6-7 What do you think will happen next? 
Belinda might run away/ old Tom might yell at Belinda. 

    

8-9 How else could old Tom get his milk and butter?  
Go to the shops to buy some/ find another cow to milk. 

    

10-11 What other vegetables could old Tom use to get Belinda to 
come back? 
Any appropriate vegetables. 

    

14 Why do you think Belinda keeps running away? 
She misses Bessie/she only wants Bessie to milk her. 

    

16 How are the cow and the dog different? 
The cow has horns, the dog doesn’t/ the cow has an udder, the 
dog doesn’t/ the dog can stay indoors, the cow can’t. 

    

19 What is an apron? 
Something you wear on top of your clothes when you’re cooking 
to keep your clothes clean/something you wear when you cook 
so your clothes stay clean. 

    

20 Why would old Tom dress up as Bessie? 
So Belinda will think he is Bessie, and let him milk her 

    

23 Tell me something that old Tom can collect Belinda’s milk in. 
A bottle, a bowl, a jar. 

    

26-27 How do you know that old Tom and the animals are happy?  
The animals are running fast after the milk/they all have big 
smiles and look excited. 

    

28 Find something that you can wear on your feet?  
Boots.  

    

After Reading Questions 

Where is old Tom? (show pg.2) 
On the farm/in the garden/ in the vegetable garden/vegetable patch. 

    

What is old Tom going to use the rope for? (show pg.14)  
Use it to trap Belinda/ get it around Belinda to stop her. 

    

What happened in the middle of the story? 
Belinda ran away from old Tom when he tried to milk her. 

    

What is happening here? (show pg. 18-19)  
Old Tom is dressing up as Bessie/old Tom is putting on Bessie’s clothes. 

    

Why is old Tom worried? (show pg.21) 
He doesn’t know how to get Belinda to come back/doesn’t know how to 
milk Belinda/worried he won’t have milk or butter. 

    

What happened at the end of the story? 
Old Tom dressed up as Bessie and milked Belinda/Bessie came home and 
saw mud on her dress. 

    

  



 



Edwina the Emu by Sheena Knowles  

Page Question Blank 

1 2 3 4 

During Reading Questions 

1-2 What is an emu? 
A large bird, has long neck and legs, an Australian animal, can’t 
fly 

    

3 What colour are the eggs? 
Green 

    

3-4 What do you think will happen next?  
Edwina will/needs to find a job 

    

9-10 Why is the man shocked? 
He’s never seen an Emu dancing/ he doesn’t think that Edwina 
can dance/do ballet 

    

12 How are these two ladies different? 
One has purple hair and one has brown, one is wearing jewellery 
and one is not, one is tall and one is short  

    

13 What is happening? 
Edwina is cleaning the chimney 

    

16-17 Tell me how else Edwina can get to all the different places? 
Walk, cycle, a car 

    

20-21 Why is Edwina upset that the man eats eggs? 
Because her babies come from eggs 

    

24-25 How do you know that Edward needs a rest and is feeling tired? 
His face looks tired, his face is slumped on the ground, his eyes 
look like their closing 

    

26-27 Tell me something that is a bird, that is not an emu. 
(any bird) 

    

After Reading Questions 

What happened at the beginning of the story?  
Edwina had laid ten/some eggs. 

    

Why do you think Edwina would need to get a job? 
Because she is having so many babies, they need to get things/food for the 
babies. 

    

What happened in the middle of the story? 
Edwina was going to different places to try and find a job? 

    

What was the perfect job that Edwina found for herself? 
To be a mum to her baby emus. 

    

What happened at the end of the story? 
Edwina decided that her job was to be a mum/the eggs hatched and the 
baby emus came out.  

    

How are the baby emus different from Edward and Edwina? 
They are smaller. 

    

  



 



Who Sank the Boat by Pamela Allen 

Page Question Blank 

1 2 3 4 

During Reading Questions 

2 How are these the same? (cow & donkey)  
e.g. Hooves, long tail, animals, live on a farm, eat grass. 

    

6 Who is getting in the boat first?  
Cow. 

    

9 Point to the umbrella.     

12 What will happen if someone else gets in the boat? 
It will tip, sink, rock etc. 

    

13 Find something we can use for tying things together. 
Rope. 

    

16 How many animals are in the boat? 
Three. 

    

18 What will happen next? 
The boat will sink/the donkey and the cow will fall into the water. 

    

20 Where will the mouse sit? 
(Anywhere appropriate) 

    

22 Why is the boat so low in the water? 
Because the animals are heavy/ boat is full etc. 

    

24 What happened? 
The boat tipped over/animals fell in the water 

    

After Reading Questions 

What happened at the beginning of the story? 
The animals decided to go for a row in the boat 

    

What do you do with this? (show pg 8 – point to oar)  
Use it for rowing/moving the boat in the water 

    

Tell me what a boat is… 
Transport, something you use to travel on the water 

    

What happened at the end of the story?  
The animals fell in the water 

    

What would you say if you fell in the water? 
(Anything appropriate) 

    

Can you tell the animals are surprised? (show pg 24) 
Wide eyes, open mouth etc. 

    

 

  



 


